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Abstract: -Clustering ensemble is a new topic in machine learning. It can find a combined clustering with better 
quality from multiple partitions. But how to find the combined clustering is a difficult problem. In this paper, we 
extend the object function proposed by Strehl & Ghosh which is based on mutual information and we present a 
new algorithm similar to information bottleneck to solve the object function. This algorithm can combine “soft” 
partitions and need not establish label correspondence between different partitions. We conducted experiments 
on four real-world data sets to compare our algorithm with other five ensemble algorithms, including CSPA, 
HGPA, MCLA, QMI. The results indicate that our algorithm provides solutions of improved quality. 
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1   Introduction 
Clustering is the problem of partitioning a finite set of 
points in a multi-dimensional space into classes 
(called clusters) so that (i) the points belonging to the 
same class are similar and (ii) the points belonging to 
different classes are dissimilar. Clustering has been 
extensively studied in machine learning, databases, 
and statistics from various perspectives. Many 
applications of clustering have been discussed and 
many clustering techniques have been developed. 
Ensemble learning refers to a collection of methods 
that learn a target function by training a number of 
individual learners and combining their predictions. 
In ensemble learning, a more reliable result can be 
obtained by combining the output of multiple 
“experts”, and a complex problem can be 
decomposed into multiple sub-problems that are 
easier to understand and solve (divide-and-conquer 
approach). Ensemble learning is a hot topic in 
machine learning, and is regarded as one of four main 
directions in machine learning [1]. 
Most famous ensemble learning methods is designed 
for supervised learning, such as boosting [2], bagging 
[3]. Recently, people focus on using ensemble 
learning to improve performance of clustering. Fred 
& Jain [4], Fern & Brodley [5], Monti et al [6] 
established the co-association matrix based on 
similarities between different clustering solutions, 
and then use agglomerative hierarchical clustering. 
Topchy et al. [7][8] proposed a mixture model in 
order to obtain a consensus function. The basic idea 
is to consider the labels of the individual partitions as 
features characterizing the objects and the consensus 

partition is obtained by grouping this data set. They 
also established a quadratic mutual information 
criterion for clustering ensemble and the approximate 
results for this criterion can be obtained by running 
k-means [8]. W. Tang and Z.H.Zhou [9] proposed 
bagging-based selective cluster ensemble algorithm 
in which the mutual information between the 
clustering result and other results can be regard as the 
weight of clustering result in bagging. Frossyniotis 
[10] applied boosting to clustering ensemble. Strehl 
& Ghosh[11] proposed three different approaches to 
generating consensus functions, most of them based 
on hypergraph partitioning. They also pointed out 
that clustering ensemble can be regarded as the 
optimal problem based on mutual information, but 
not point out how to solve it and it is only to combine 
“hard” partition. 
In this paper, we extend the object function based on 
mutual information introduced by Strehl & Ghosh, 
and propose a new ensemble algorithm to combine 
“soft” partitions. This algorithm need not consider 
the problem of label correspondence between 
different clustering results. 
 
 
2   Clustering Ensemble  
Definition (Clustering ensemble): Given a data set of 
n instances X = {X1, X2, … ,Xn}, a set of partitions  
produced by base clustering algorithm on this data set 
can be represented by Π={π1,…,πr}, where 
πi={c1

i,…ck
i }, Ukck

i=X. Clustering ensemble is to 
deduce the final partition from this set of partitions Π. 
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For clustering ensemble, there are two important 
components: ensemble constructor and consensus 
function. Given a dataset, ensemble constructor 
generates a set of diverse partitions. Diversity 
guarantees that all the individual learners do not 
make the same errors. Consensus function is a good 
method to combine the different partitions and 
produce a single better partition on the data set.  So 
choosing the appropriate consensus function is the 
key problem for clustering ensemble. In this paper, 
we proposed a new consensus function: ensemble 
algorithm based on mutual information. 
 
 
3   The object function based on mutual 
information for clustering ensemble 
In [11], Strehl and Ghosh thought that combined 
clustering should share the most information with the 
original clusterings: Π={π1，…. πi}. But how do we 
measure shared information between clusterings? 
Strehl and Ghosh used mutual information to 
measure it. In information theory, mutual 
information is a symmetric measure to quantify the 
statistical information shared between two 
distributions.  
Suppose there are two partitions: πa and πb. Let nh is 
the number of instance which label is Cl in partition 
πb, nl is the number of instance which label is Ch in 
partition πa, nl

h is the number of instance which label 
not only is Cl in partition πb but also is Ch in partition 

πa. n is the total number of instances in data set. In 
[11], Strehl & Ghosh used the normalized mutual 
information. So the object function is:  
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Although Strehl & Ghosh proposed the object 
function based on mutual information for ensemble 
clustering, they also pointed out that for finite 
populations, the trivial solution is to exhaustively 
search through all possible clusterings with k labels 
(approximately kn/k! for n>> k) for the one with the 
maximum ANMI which is computationally 
prohibitive. And this object function is only applied 
to combine the “hard” partitions.  
We also thought that clustering ensemble should 
extract the combined clustering sharing the most 
information with the original clusterings. But in this 
paper, we modified the object function to cluster 
“soft” partitions.  
First, we think that extracting clusters structure from 
the data can be viewed as data compression. So 
besides preserving more information of original 
clusterings, the data should be compressed as much 
as possible. In the information theory [12], 
compressing data means minimizing the mutual 
information between the clustering and data. Figure 1 
depicts our ensemble model. 
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a. The compressed information                   b. The preserved information 

 
   Figure 1.    The compressed information and the preserved information for clustering ensemble  

 
So the new object function can be available by 
subtracting an item from original object function (1): 
η I(X, π ). For computing this function conveniently, 
we replaced the normalized mutual information in (1) 
with standard mutual information. 
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Second, we extended the object function to 
combining “soft” partitions. Suppose there are a set of 
partitions on data set: Π={π1,…πr}, where 
πi={c1

i,…ck
i }. For any two partition πa, πb, the 

information of the cluster ci
a in partition πa should be 

transferred to cluster cj
b in partition πb through x 

(cj
b->x->ci

a）. So the p(ci
a,cj

b)  in (3) can be defined as: 

∑= x
b
j

a
i

b
j

a
i )x(p)x|c(p)x|c(p)c,c(p        ( 4 )  

∑=
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4   The solution for object function  
Supposing that the labels of original clustering are 
used to the new feature for object, labels in every 
partition π i can form the new feature space. So every 
object can be represented by r feature spaces. If we 
use yi to represent the label in partition π i and use c to 
represent label in the combined clustering. The 
Lagrangian function for (2) is: 

∑ ∑∑ −−=
= x c

r

1q
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Proposition: The “local optimal” solution of (3) can  
be obtained by iterating the following equations: 
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it is also called Kullback Leiblers distance, 
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Proof: Supposing that the labels in partition πi are 
presented by yi, the label in combined partition π is 
represented by c. The mutual information between πi 

and π is: 
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Considering the information about yi must transfer to c 
through x , a Markov chain can consist of yi , x and c: 
yi ->x->c. So: 
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So  the partial derivative of  I(X; π ) with respect to 
the variable p(c|x) is: 
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So according to (8), (9), the partial derivative of the 
function (6) with respect to the variable p(c|x) is: 
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When (10) is equal to 0, the iterating equations (7) can 
be obtained, and function (2) has local optimal 
solution. 
 
 
5   Algorithm implementation 
According to the above proposition, we knew that 
given the initial distribution, the local optimal 
solution of (2) can be obtained by computing (7) 
iteratively. When the value of η  is very small, the 
solution of (2) is the approximate solution of (1). So in 
our ensemble algorithm, η  is 0.000001. 
Observing (2) and (7), we found that when r were 
equal to 1, (2) is equal to the object function of 
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information bottleneck (IB) [13] and (7) became the 
iterating equations for IB. So the implementation of 
our algorithms is similar to IB.  
There are many implementation algorithms for IB, 
such as sequence IB (sIB), agglomerative IB (aIB), 
iterative IB (iIB). Slonim [13] compared several IB 
algorithms, concluding that best hard clustering 
results are obtained with a sequential method (sIB), in 
which elements are first assigned to a fixed number of 
clusters and then individually moved from cluster to 
cluster while calculating a 1-step lookahead score, 
until the score converges. Here we adopted sIB. But 
we must make a little change in sIB.  For clustering 
ensemble, we change the object function and iterating 
equations in sIB according to (2), (7). 
 
 
6   Experiments 

 
Table 1 The detail of four data sets 

 
Data set Num. of 

features 
Num. 
of 
classes 

Num. of 
objects  

Fuzzy- 
kmeans 
(error 
rate) 

Wine 13 3 178 0.314 
Glass 9 6 241 0.509 
Ionosp- 
here 

34 2 351 0.291 

Spamb-
ase 

57 2 4601 0.357 

 
We experiment on four data sets from UCI [14]. The 
attributes in four data sets are numberical. The detail 
of four data sets is described in Table 1. 
In experiments, we use two ensemble algorithms 
based on mutual information: f-MI and h-MI. f-MI is 
used to combine “soft” partitions and h-MI is used to 
combine “hard” partitions. We compared h-MI, f-MI 
with other ensemble algorithms, including MCLA, 
HGPA, CSPA and QMI. CSPA for partitioning of 
hypergraphs induced from the co-association values. 
HGPA establishes a hypergraph for cluster ensemble 
and partitions the hypergraph by cutting a minimal 
number of hyper-edges.  MCLA modifies HGPA via 
extended set of hyperedge operations and additional 
heuristics, QMI is based on quadratic mutual 
information criterion and use k-means to obtain the 
approximately combined clustering. The CSPA, 
MCLA, HGPA code is available in [15]. 
In order to produce diverse partitions, we used 
random subspace method [16][17], where each base 
clustering is generated on a randomly selected subset 

of the original dimensions. Fuzzy k-means is used on 
new subspace to produce a “soft” partition. In order to 
obtaining the hard partitions, every object is assigned 
to the cluster in which its conditional probability is 
maximum. The maximum iterative time in fuzzy 
k-means is 100. The dimension of sub space is ⎡ ⎤4/d . 
The number of clusters for every data set: k, is the 
actual number of classes in data set. 
Our algorithm is susceptible to the presence of local 
minima of the objective functions. To reduce the risk 
of convergence to a lower quality solution, we used a 
simple heuristic afforded by low computational 
complexities of these algorithms. The final partition 
was picked from the results of three runs (with 
random initializations) according to the value of 
objective function. The highest value of MI function 
(2) served as a criterion for our algorithm. 
We randomly choose five value [10, 15, 20, 30, 40 ] 
for the size of cluster ensemble.  
In experiments, the mean clustering error rate of 10 
clustering ensemble procedures is used to measure the 
performance of clustering ensemble. Let Ctrue 
represent the true (given) clustering and C represent 
the ensemble clustering, Confusion represent the 
confusion matrix of two clusterings. Confusion(ktrue, 
k) = (Cktrue

true∩  Ck) , i.e. number of points x that are 
cluster ktrue in true clustering and cluster k in the 
clustering produced, then 

nkktrueConfusion
n

rateerror
ktrue ktruek

/)),((1_ ∑ ∑
≠

=   (11) 

 
Where n is the total number of objects. 
Clustering error rate is defined as the number of 
“misclassification". The low value of error indicates 
good quality of clustering.Figure1, 2, 3, 4 shows the 
mean error rate on four data sets.  
 
Fig. 1 The mean error rate for “wine” data set 
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Fig. 2 The mean error rate for “glass” data set 
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Fig. 3 The mean error rate for “spambase” data set 
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Fig. 4 The mean error rate for “ionosphere” data 
set 
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From Figure 1, 2, 3, 4, we find that among the four 
data sets, the performance of clustering ensemble in 
“wine” is best. The second is “spambase”. When 
combining the partitions in “glass” or in “ionosphere”, 
the performance of the five algorithms are all not 
good, the mean error rate is higher than that of fuzzy 
k-means on whole dataset.  
From Figure 1,2,3 4, we also find that there is no 
algorithm which performance is best for all four data 
set with different ensemble’s size. But on the whole, 
the performance of f-MI is best among six algorithms. 
Especially when the size of ensemble is small, the 
mean error rate of f-MI is lower than that of other 
algorithms, because original “soft” partitions contain 
much information than “hard” partitions. In 
experiments, although h-MI and QMI are both based 
on mutual information criterion for “hard” partition 
ensemble, h-MI provides clusters with better quality 
than QMI.   
 
 
7    Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a clustering ensemble 
method to combine “soft” partitions. This method 
extends the object function based on mutual 
information proposed by Strehl & Ghosh. And the 
solution of the new object function can be obtained by 
using the algorithm which is similar to information 
bottleneck. This method is not only to combine “soft” 
and “hard” partitions, but also has an advantage that it 
need not establish label correspondence between 
different partitions. Experiments on 4 data sets from 
UCI indicate that using our algorithm to combine 
“soft” partitions can provide clusters with better 
quality than MCLA, HGPA, CSPA and QMI.   
.  
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